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• Three-dimensional disordered lattice
materials have been designed and
printed using fused deposition model-
ing.

• Fracture performance of the printed lat-
tice material is simulated by an experi-
ment informed discrete model.

• The influence of printing directions on
the lattice material can be captured by
the discrete lattice model.

• The influence of disorder degree on the
printed materials is experimentally and
numerically clarified.
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A method is presented to model deformation and fracture behavior of 3D printed disordered lattice materials
under uniaxial tensile load. A lattice model was used to predict crack pattern and load-displacement response
of the printed lattice materials. To include the influence of typical layered structures of 3D printed materials in
the simulation, two types of printed elements were considered: horizontally and vertically printed elements.
Strengths of these elements were measured: 3 mm cubic units consist of lattice elements with two printing di-
rections were printed and their strengths were tested in uniaxial tension. Afterwards, the measured element
strengths and bulkmaterial strength, respectively,were used asmodel input. Uniaxial tensile testswere also per-
formed on the printed lattice materials to obtain their crack pattern and load-displacement curves. Simulations
and experimental results were comparatively analyzed. For both levels of disorder considered, only when mea-
sured strengths were assigned to the elements with identical printing direction, are the predicted crack patterns
and load-displacement curves in agreement with experimental results. The results emphasize the importance of
considering printing direction when simulating mechanical performance of 3D printed structures. The influence
of disorder on lattice material mechanical properties was discussed based on the experiments and simulations.
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The concept of regular lattice structure is defined as a cellular, retic-
ulated framework or system made up of a large number of uniform
. This is an open access article under
elements [1]. Mechanical behavior of materials with regular lattice sys-
tems has been intensively studied for several decades because of its
lightweight nature and excellent performance [1], such as high specific
stiffness [2–5] and high specific strength [2,4,6]. However, more gener-
ally, lattice systems with defects, imperfections or non-uniformities are
abundant in nature [7,8] and artificial materials [9]. The disorder in lat-
tice systems crucially influences their mechanical performance, for
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Fig. 1. Discretization of the prismatic domain.
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example their elastic and fracture properties [10,11]. Many studies
show that the elasticity [12,13] and strength [14,15] of 2D disordered
latticematerials are highly dependent on the degree of disorder. Several
studies on 3D disordered lattice materials indicate that disorders intro-
duce extra anisotropy to the elastic properties of lattice systems [16,17].
However, fracture behavior and the influence of fabricating process on
these 3D disordered latticematerials have not been sufficiently studied.

Owing to the rapid development of additive manufacturing (AM)
technology in the past decade, 3D printing methods are becoming
widely used for fabricating lattice materials with complex geometries
[6,18–20]. A common process for most of 3D printing technique such
as fused deposition modeling (FDM) [21,22], selective laser sintering
(SLS) [9] and stereolithography (SLA) [23–25], is that materials are pre-
cisely deposited layer by layer to build up objects under the control of an
automated system to ensure high printing quality even with complex
geometries. In general, these layer-wise processing methods introduce
anisotropy in printed solid materials, especially in material strength
[26–28]. Moreover, there are additional difficulties in studying the me-
chanical behavior of lattice materials produced by 3D printing, as the
lattice structure configuration introduces extra anisotropy [17,29], and
each element in the lattice system may have a different printing direc-
tion. This may result in considerable variation of lattice element me-
chanical properties [30–32] and thus may influence the global
mechanical behavior of the material. In this case, a proper tool has to
be adopted to studymechanical behavior of 3D printed latticematerials,
especially their fracture behaviors.

Numerical simulation of mechanical behavior of non-uniform lattice
materials has been quite popular in the past decade because complex
geometries and disorders can be implemented easily in numerical
models [21,33–35]. Among these numerical models, the lattice model
is an optimal tool for studying 3D printed lattice materials. The lattice
model was first used to study elasticity problem of a continua by
Hrennikoff [36] in 1940s. Afterwards the lattice model was adopted in
various materials, such as concrete [37], cement paste [38] and nuclear
graphite [39]. Commonly the lattice model is used for fracture simula-
tion of continuous materials, but it is still rather suitable for printed
Table 1
Parameters of generated lattice systems.

No. Randomness (R) Cells dimension Printed lattice m

L1 0.1 10 × 10 × 20 27 × 2
L5 0.5 10 × 10 × 20 27 × 2
lattice materials. On one hand, the lattice system in the model consists
of a network of elements which gives the model a geometry that corre-
sponds to latticematerials. Thismakes it possible to provide detailed de-
formation and cracking information [40–42] for each single lattice
element even in complex lattice geometries. On the other hand, the var-
iation of element properties induced by FDM printing process can also
be taken into consideration in the simulation by varying the input prop-
erties of each lattice element [40,43,44].

As the lattice model actually uses local element properties to calcu-
late global behavior of the lattice structures [40], correct global struc-
tural behavior will be obtained only when correct local element input
properties are adopted. To provide reliable simulation results for 3D
printed lattice materials, one of the most important questions is proper
determination of input mechanical properties for the latticemodel [45].
A simple approach is to directly adopt measured properties from bulk
materials which is commonly used in the latticemodelwhen simulating
quasi-brittle fracture [37,46]. For homogeneous materials, this is a rea-
sonable approximation which results in reliable simulation results. For
heterogeneous materials, the size effect [47–49], which may result in
considerable differences between local and global mechanical proper-
ties, is not considered. In addition, as mentioned before, the anisotropy
of printed local lattice elements needs to be taken into account. There-
fore, for modeling of 3D printed lattice materials it is necessary to use
experimentallymeasured local element properties asmodel input to in-
clude the influence of printing direction on element mechanical
properties.

Themain goal of this work is to provide a method for modeling uni-
axial tensile response of 3D printed lattice materials. In the presented
study, FDM was used to print disordered lattice materials and their lat-
tice beam elements. The mechanical properties of printed lattice ele-
ments with different printing directions were tested and used as
simulation inputs. The deformation and fracture process of the disor-
dered lattice material were simulated using the Delft lattice model
[37,41] to predict its deformation and fracture behavior under uniaxial
tension. Afterwards, uniaxial tensile tests were performed on the
printed disordered lattice materials. Experiments and simulations are
aterial size (mm) Number of lattice elements Element radius

7 × 57 13,103 0.375
7 × 57 12,895 0.375
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comparatively analyzed, influence of printing directions and disorder
were discussed.

2. Experiments and simulations

2.1. Lattice generation

Amethod similar to that described in Ref. [50] was used to discretize
a domain and generate the lattice network: Two prismatic domains
with dimension of 10 cells in length and width, 20 cells in height were
generated (Fig. 1). The length of each cell was set to be A = 3 mm.
Nodes were randomly placed in sub-cells within these cells. In this
study, randomness (R) is defined as:

R ¼ s=A ð1Þ

where s is the length of the sub-cell and A is the length of the cell. The
disorder in the latticematerial was introduced by including pseudo ran-
domnumbers generated by randomseedswhen calculatingnodes coor-
dinates. The coordinates of a node in a certain cell which locates in the l-
th row in x axis, m-th row in y axis and n-th row in z axis were calcu-
lated by the following formulas:

xl ¼ A � 1−Rð Þ=2þ R � r þ l−1ð Þ
ym ¼ A � 1−Rð Þ=2þ R � r þm−1ð Þ
zn ¼ A � 1−Rð Þ=2þ R � r þ n−1ð Þ

ð2Þ

where A is the cell length,R is the randomness of the lattice system, r is a
randomnumber (generated using a quasi-randomnumber generator in
the software with values ranging from 0 to 1) which differs for each
node placement, l (integers from 1 to 10) is the cell row number in x
axis,m (integers from 1 to 10) is the cell row number in y axis, n (inte-
gers from 1 to 20) is the cell row number in z axis. R = 0 represents a
regular lattice system and R=1 represents a completely disordered lat-
tice system. In this study, two different values of the randomness pa-
rameter were considered to generate two lattice systems: 0.1 (s =
0.3 mm) and 0.5 (s = 1.5 mm), respectively.

Node connectivity was determined by Delaunay tessellation and
nodes were connected by circular beam elements with a radius of
0.375 mm, forming irregular lattice systems. During the tessellation
process, tetrahedrons were generated by connecting nodes making
Table 2
Configurations of printing parameters.

Printing parameters Configurations

Layer height (mm) 0.15
Temperature (°C) 195
Filament diameter (mm) 2.85
Nozzle diameter (mm) 0.25
Printing speed (mm/s) 30
Travel speed (mm/s) 120
sure no other nodes locate inside the circumsphere of each tetrahedron.
The nodes in the surface cells are aligned in a same plane to maintain
the prismatic shape of the lattice networks. In the middle of the height
direction, a notch is generated in each lattice by removing elements
connecting nodes in the outermost two layers from the surface. Param-
eters of the two irregular lattice systems are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Fabrication of lattice materials

In order to ensure the consistency between the printed latticemate-
rials and the lattice systems in the model, the lattice systems generated
in Section 2.1 were directly transformed to entities in AutoCAD and
printed with polylactic acid (PLA) material using a commercial 3D
printer Ultimaker 2+which is based on FDM. Notice that the lattice el-
ements in the model are only conceptually connected at the nodes,
while for entities conceptual elements became actual cylindrical
beams with a certain cross section area. When cylindrical beams con-
nect, a sector forms in between (see Fig. 2a). To avoid potential stress
concentration near the sector, a sphere with the same radius of the
beam was generated at the node in the printed lattice materials (see
Fig. 2b).

Considering the principle of FDM, the lattice materials were printed
such that the notch was positioned towards the top when printing to en-
sure good printing quality. Multiple latticematerial sampleswere printed
for each randomness. Printing parameters such as layer height, tempera-
ture and speedwere kept constant for each print and are listed in Table 2.
Entity models and printed lattice material samples are shown in Fig. 3.

2.3. Determination of lattice element properties

It should be noted that elements in the printed lattices have different
printing directions, andhorizontally printed and vertically printed (Fig. 4)
elements may have different strength. As a simplification, in this study
only two printing directions were assumed: if two nodes of an element
located in cells were in one plane parallel to the printing building plane
(Fig. 1 plane ZOY), the elementwas horizontally printed otherwise the el-
ementwas vertically printed. So, cubic units (Fig. 5)with the same length
of the cells (3 mm) were printed. These cubic units were designed to de-
termine themechanical properties of lattice beams in the two perpendic-
ular printing directions: 4 horizontal beams and 4 vertical beams.

To obtain properties of lattice elements to be used as the input of the
lattice model, printed cubic units were glued on small steel blocks (see
Fig. 6) using a mix of PLEX 7742 F and Pleximon. Uniaxial tensile tests
were performed with an elongating speed of 0.005 mm/s by a Micro
Tension-Compression Testing device. For each printing direction, 10
tests were performed.

The strength of one beam in each cubic unit, i.e. the element strength
was calculated from measurements by Eq. (3).

f e ¼
F
4A

ð3Þ
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where F is the measured peak load, A is the cross section of a printed
small beam. Calculated element strength values of two printing direc-
tions are listed in Table 3.

From Table 3 and the load-displacement curves of the horizontally
(Fig. 7a) and vertically (Fig. 7b) printed beams in the cubic units, a
large difference in strength can be seen between beams in two printing
directions. Vertically printed beams are much weaker than horizontally
printed beams. Besides, although all beams exhibit softening behaviors
after peak load, vertically printed beams are more brittle than horizon-
tally printed beams as vertically printed beams contain layers and inter-
faces perpendicular to normal stress direction. Fig. 8 shows the
calculated work of fracture in post peak branch of two printing direc-
tions. Vertically printed beams need much less work to break than hor-
izontally printed beams which is an additional confirmation of higher
brittleness of vertically printed beams.

Fractography of fractured beams in two printing directionswere ob-
tained by scanning electron microscope (SEM). Samples were coated
with carbon to provide conductivity and avoid electrons accumulating
on the surface. Subsequently, secondary electrons (SE)were used to ob-
tain the images from the fractured surface of horizontally and vertically
printed beams, as shown in Fig. 9. A layered structure consisting of indi-
vidual filaments resulted from horizontal printing process can be ob-
served on horizontally printed beam in Fig. 9a. Typical necking
initiated fracture in polymers [31,51], delaminated single filament and
craze of ductile facture [52] are also obvious. For a vertically printed
beam, traces of brittle fracture can be found. A rough fracture surface
Fig. 4. Elements of two printing directions, showing
is quite clear in Fig. 9b, which is an evidence of fast fracture under nor-
mal stress [30]. The difference in the two fracture surfaces also indicates
that beams printed in the two directions exhibit different mechanical
properties under tensile load: horizontally printed beams are stronger
and more ductile than vertically printed beams.

2.4. Uniaxial tensile tests on printed lattice materials

The printed lattice materials were glued using a mix of PLEX 7742F
and Pleximon on two parallel steel plates. Two linear variable differen-
tial transformers (LVDTs) were fixed along both lateral sides for mea-
suring displacement (Fig. 10). A displacement controlled uniaxial
tensile test with an elongating speed of 0.003 mm/s were conducted
on the printed lattice materials by a servo hydraulic press (Instron
8872). For each test, a load-displacement curve was obtained.

2.5. Lattice fracture modeling

In order to simplify the simulation, elastic brittle properties were
assumed for the elements in the lattice model (the influence of this
assumption on simulation results is discussed in detail in
Section 3). Considering the small size of printed cube units, it was
not possible to accurately measure the displacement using an
LVDT. As a result, the measured displacement was much higher
than real values because the recorded data contained a considerable
amount of displacement from the loading and transmission
horizontally printed elements

vertically printed elements

layers resulting from the FDM printing process.



Fig. 5. Printed cubic unit (a) and scheme of loading directions on unit cube for element property determination of (b) horizontally printed elements and (c) vertically printed elements.
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mechanisms not only from the tested specimen. Therefore, only
measured strength values were adopted directly as themodel inputs.
Elastic modulus was directly adopted from the material properties
provided by the manufacturer for all elements (E = 2346.5 MPa)
and Poisson's ratio: v = 0.36 was adopted as reported in [53,54].
Shear modulus G was calculated by Eq. (4). Note that, in general,
Eq. (4) is valid for isotropic materials. According to previous studies
[28,30,32,55–58], anisotropy should be considered when exceeding
elastic region (e.g. strength), while printing direction has limited in-
fluence on the isotropy of elastic properties (both shear and tensile)
of printed polymer solid objects. So, shear modulus of printed PLA
can be still regarded as isotropic thus Eq. (4) was considered valid
and was used to calculate the shear modulus of the printed elements.

G ¼ E
2 1þ νð Þ ð4Þ

For both printing directions, pseudo random numbers were used
to assign the experimentally determined strength values (see
Table 3) to elements with the same printing direction and simulation
was executed three times for each lattice system (L1 and L5).
specsteel blockload cell

Fig. 6. Experiment setup used for el
The computing process and post processing methods were simi-
lar as reported in [40]. A set of linear elastic analyses was performed
under a uniform prescribed displacement boundary condition im-
posed on top of the lattice system while the bottom elements were
clamped. Elements on the top and bottom layers were prohibited
from failure in order to maintain the path of force transferring. Com-
parative stress of beam elements was calculated in each step accord-
ing to Eq. (5).

σ ¼ αN
N
A
þ αM

max Mij j; M j
�� ��� �

W
ð5Þ

where N is the normal force in the lattice element, A is the cross sec-
tion of the lattice element,Mi andMj are the bending moments in the
nodes i and j. W is the section modulus, αN is normal force influenc-
ing factor, αM is bending influence factor. Herein, the influencing fac-
tors are taken as αN = 1 and αM = 0.05.

Loading is increased until exactly one beam in the mesh has a
stress/strength ratio equal to one in every step until the entire lattice
system failed. After the simulation finished, crack pattern was visual-
ized based on the removed elements and load-displacement curve
was extracted. Results are shown and analyzed in Section 3.
clampimen

ement strength determination.



Table 3
Calculated element strength values of two printing directions (MPa).

Printing direction Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Test 6 Test 7 Test 8 Test 9 Test 10 Average Standard deviation

Horizontal 35.42 40.71 36.19 38.44 33.04 34.53 42.09 40.08 43.52 33.98 37.80 3.67
Vertical 16.45 13.00 14.20 13.28 8.40 12.51 11.86 13.25 11.29 8.50 12.27 2.45
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Load-displacement response

As a comparison for load-displacement response simulation, bulk
material properties (fe = 49.5 MPa and E = 2346.5 MPa) provided by
the manufacturer were also used in a simulation as a baseline case.
This was compared to the simulations which use experimental data as
input, as previously described. As can be seen in Fig. 11, for (a) L1 and
(b) L5, the influence of element strengths is rather obvious. Whenmea-
sured strengthswere assigned to corresponding elements in themodel,
the predicted load-displacement curves (MS-Sim 1, MS-Sim 2 and MS-
Sim 3) including stiffness, strength, ductile part and long softening
tails are in good accordance with test results (blue shadowed area).
(a)

(b)
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Fig. 7. Load-displacement curves of (a) vertically printed and (b) horizontally printed
elements. Note that the axes in the graphs are different and vertically printed elements
are much weaker than horizontally printed elements.
Comparatively, the simulated curve using bulk material strength (BS)
deviates significantly from the test results. As the bulk materials
strength is higher than the strengths of printed lattice elements (espe-
cially the strength of vertically printed elements), the simulated peak-
load values are much higher for both lattice materials. This means that
the element strength is a crucial influence factor in the simulation and
onlywhen the input strength is properly assigned are the simulation re-
sult accurate.

Normally, the anisotropy of 3D printed solid material mainly lies in
strength and it is dominated by printing direction [26–28]. In latticema-
terials, however, and additional feature is present. The lattice structure
itself introduces additional anisotropy to the material. The influence of
printing direction is coupledwith the influence of lattice element orien-
tation. Because both vertically and horizontally printed lattice elements
are present in the latticematerial simultaneously and their strengths are
different (Table 3), using constant bulkmaterial properties (i.e. strength
of PLA as provided by themanufacturer) as simulation inputwill not re-
sult in a correct output of the simulation. In this case, measured proper-
ties (PLA “strengths” on mesoscale in two printing directions) of local
lattice elements in different printing directions are necessary. The com-
parison of simulation results using constant bulk property (PLA strength
onmacroscale) andmeasured local element properties (PLA “strengths”
on mesoscale) gives insight of the influence of the printing process on
the anisotropy of 3D printed lattice materials. Furthermore, it empha-
sizes that the anisotropy of 3D printed lattice materials comes from
both the printing direction and the lattice element orientation.

Still, evenmeasured strengthswere correctly assigned asmodel ele-
ment inputs, some mismatches in the softening part can be observed
from Fig. 11 for both lattice materials. First, the elastic modulus of the
material was taken as provided by the manufacturer, which is probably
somewhat higher compared to the printed one. This resulted in a some-
what higher stiffness in the simulations compared to the experiments.
Note, also, that in the simulation lattice beam elements are all consid-
ered to be perfectly brittle. In reality, the elements in the printed lattice
materials exhibited softening after peak load, dependent on the printing
direction (see Fig. 7). It is clear that the printed lattice materials have a
less-brittle softening branch than predicted due to the fact that, in the
simulation, softening on the element level was not considered. Note
Fig. 8. Work of fracture of elements in two printing directions (standard deviation is
indicated).
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Fig. 11. Simulated Load-displacement curves of (a) L1 and (b) L5 against experiment
results.
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that, in the model, ductility or softening behavior can be introduced by
assigningmulti-linear properties (e.g. shown in Fig. 12) to the elements
[59,60]. In this case, the element loses its strength and stiffness
steel plate

printed lattice material

LVDT

Fig. 10. Uniaxial tensile test setup for printed lattice materials.
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R=0.1

R=0.5

Fig. 13. Simulated crack patterns before peak load (blue elements) and after peak load
(red elements). Figures on the left show cracks at maximum load, while on the right
they show cracks at failure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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gradually and is eventually removed from the lattice system through
several analysis steps. Since the data relating to these properties could
not be measured reliably in this study (see Section 2.3), this was not
done herein.

The difference between virtual lattice systems and actual lattice ma-
terials also resulted in some mismatches in terms of strength. As de-
scribed in Section 2.2, in the lattice model nodes only conceptually
exist and never fail, while in printed lattice materials nodes were actu-
ally generated as spheres and fractures at the spheres can be found in
experiment. When spheres failed first and connected elements were
unable to fail, the required external load to break the spheres was
lower than breaking the connected beams and the peak load (Table 4)
obtained from the experimentwere lower than simulated value as a re-
sult. However, in the lattice model, this mechanism is not considered.

The influence of randomness on the load-displacement response of
lattice materials was properly predicted by the simulation. Because
more artificial disorder was introduced to lattice system with random-
ness R=0.5 it exhibited lower stiffness and lower peak load than lattice
systemwith R=0.1 and this trend can also be found in the experiment
results (Table 4).

3.2. Influence of randomness on crack patterns

Figs. 13 and 14 show the simulated and experimentally obtained
crack patterns of two lattice systems and printed lattice materials re-
spectively. The crack patterns predicted by the lattice model are in
good accordance with the experiment results. In the simulated results,
crack patterns before and after peak load are indicated in different
colors. In L1 (R = 0.1), a main crack plane traversed across the lattice
system in the middle (Fig. 13). Almost all failed elements localized in
the main crack plane before and after peak load, with only a few failed
elements distributed out of the main crack plane. In L5 (R = 0.5), on
the other hand, numerous failed elements distributed in the non-
notched side before peak load which means L5 exhibit more ductility
as more artificial disorder was introduced. After peak load, failed ele-
ments started to localize in the main crack plane in the middle. There
are still many elements distributing out of the main crack plane at the
Table 4
Simulated strength and stiffness results against experiment data.

Group Randomness Slope (kN/mm) Peak load (kN)

Simulation 0.1 2.434 ± 0.007 1.093 ± 0.013
0.5 2.293 ± 0.000 0.812 ± 0.020

Experiment 0.1 2.055 ± 0.351 0.765 ± 0.143
0.5 1.568 ± 0.327 0.658 ± 0.112
unnotched side and less brittleness of L5 can be expected during soften-
ing. Similarly, in the experiment results (see Fig. 14), crack plane is also
mainly located within the elements in the middle of the sample in lat-
tice materials with R = 0.1 while concaved and convex crack surface
can be observed from fractured lattice materials with R = 0.5.

The influence of randomness on the crack pattern can be explained
by the fact that the strain non-uniformity appeared in the lattice system
as heterogeneities were introduced and stress concentration appeared
near the notch when external load was imposed. For L1, elements
near the notch and further away from the notch are elastically similar
owing to the rather regular nodes distribution. When the external
load was applied, stress concentration appeared near the notch and
the elements close to the notch had higher stress/strength ratio than
other elements so that the crack initiated in these elements and propa-
gated across the lattice material from the notch forming a main crack
plane. Because the randomness was 0.1 not 0, some artificial disorder
existed, there are still a few failed elements out of the main crack
plane. For beam lattice systems, increasing randomness introduces
more disorder into the system. Therefore, for L5 elastic modulus differs
in regionswithin the irregular lattice system.Note that the cross section
of all beams is equal. In regionswith closer node spacing a densermate-
rial is created, which results in a higher local elastic modulus. Elements
in lower elastic modulus regions were forced to exhibit more strain and
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Fig. 14. Fractured lattice materials.
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the stress in the elementswere higher than other elementswhichmade
them easier to fail than other elements. As a result, concavedmain crack
plane and plenty of failed elements out of the main crack plane can be
observed.

4. Conclusions

In this study, lattice materials with different randomness were 3D
printed using FDM and a numerical lattice model with the same geom-
etries was used to analyze their deformation and fracture behaviors
under uniaxial tensile load. Properties of the lattice elements with dif-
ferent printing directions were experimentally determined. According
to the experiment results, element mechanical properties vary with
printing directions. During simulation, experimentally measured
strengths were assigned to elements with identical printing direction
as model input. As a simplification, linear elastic-perfectly brittle prop-
erties were assumed and also assigned to the elements in the model.
Crack patterns and load-displacement responses of the printed lattice
materials were predicted by the simulation. Afterwards, actual uniaxial
tensile tests were conducted on the printed lattice materials. By
comparing and analyzing simulated and experiment results, some con-
clusions can be drawn as below:

• According to experiments and simulations, latticematerialswith higher
randomness exhibit lower stiffness, lower strength and less brittleness
since higher randomness introducesmore disorder to the lattice system
resulting in more scattered distribution of failed elements.

• Anisotropy introduced by both printing directions and structure config-
uration of such 3D printed latticematerials can be taken into account in
the modeling using the approach proposed herein. Using the experi-
mentally determined elements strength as inputs, the lattice model
can accurately predict the fracture behavior and load-displacement re-
sponse of 3D printed lattice materials in uniaxial tensile test. Compara-
tively, neglecting of the variation of element strength introduced by the
printing direction makes it impossible to obtain accurate simulation
results.

As a result of the assumed ideally brittle behavior of the lattice ele-
ments, a mismatch in the softening part of the post-peak branch be-
tween the simulations and the experiments was. In fact, actual lattice
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materials exhibit wider softening part than the simulations. Further re-
search will focus on the determination of multi-linear properties for el-
ements to perform more accurate prediction.
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